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Broken water pipe
leaves Charleston dry
By TRAVIS SPENCER
.Editor in chief

NAOKO KOJIMA/Staff Photographer

:wffF ~iVirtt~ jtMffltt!m'fore1nltn, J$. opening the 12 inch bulb of new water tower
(right behind), after closing old one (behind left) Monday evening at Charleston water
tower in LAfferty Nature Park on Douglas Avenue.
·

Many· Eastern students_ and all
Charleston residents will have to boil their
water until at least midnight because a
water pipe broke Monday night while city
employees opened up the new water
tower.
Students living in Carman Hall,
University Court, University Apartments,
Greek Court, all off-campus students and
Charleston residents will have to boil their
water.
Buildings from Old Main on Lincoln
Avenue to Lawson Hall on Roosevelt
Avenue are on Eastem's water system and
will \not be affected, said Ted .Weidner,
Eastem's physical plant director.
Charleston officials estimate the boil
order will last until midnight, but the boil
order may be extended.
''They'll need to boil it until \\(e say it's
OK," said city engineer Mark I;>wiggins.
"We don'tknow wJmtotherprQbrems may
occur, so they need to listen to the radio to
see when the boil miler is off."

A 6-foot stretch of pipe near a water
main, one block north of the new water
tower, cracked Pecause the 20-year:-:old
pipe cou~d not lumd.le 11\e hi~ pressure:
Bill Bosler, foreman of the water
treatment
plant, ' said
Illinois
Environ.mental Protection Agency
regulations say that the boil order must be
issued if water pressure drops below a
certain level.
City employees Monday evening were
opening the valves of the new water
tower, located in Lafferty Park on
Douglas A'.venue, when the pipe broke.
The valve was only opened about 25
percent.
"\Ve started turning it on gradually at
about 5 p.m. and our crews were standing
by to see if anything would go wrong,"
Dwiggins said.
·
He said the pipe broke at 6:20 p.m:
Also, water was turned off all across
Charleston until the pipe was fixed,
About 10 city emplo)'eeS were working
oveJtinre-ro fit th.~-.bro~n pi~ ·a]Jtl-rQ regulate the other water mains throughout
See WATER page 9

Three candidates disagree about tobacco legislation
By DONNA CUISIA
Staff editor
At the Oct. 16 presidential
debate, President Clinton said
what the federal government
should do about limiting the
access of tobacco to young
people is one of the biggest
differences between Republican
candidate Bob Dole" and himself.
While Clinton has worked
with the U.S. Food and Drug
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"No prealdent had
tlk8n on the
toblcco lobby bllore.
I did."

C INTON
"To llOlll8 people,
smoking le addictive;
to othan, they can
take it or leave It.
Moat people don't
smoke at all. I hope
children never start.''

"Reform Party
candidates will not
accept any kind of
spacial Interest

rnoney:t

PEROT

Administration to reduce
children's use of tob"acco
products, Dole has questioned
the addictiveness of nicotine and
has fought scrutiny for his
acceptance
of
political
contributions from the tobacco
industry.
"Clinton is most opposed to
smoking," Thomas S-cism,
associate professor of political
science at Eastern said.
Scism said Clinton believes
the federal govemtnent shottld
pass legislation to reduce
smoking cigarettes. Dole is
opposed to underaged cigarette
smoking, but does not plan to
implement government action
for prevention.
Scism said the basic
difference between the two
candidates is that Clinton is
focusing on legislation and Dole
is focusing on education.
Clinton announced a national
program Aug. 23 to prevent
children and adolescents from
smoking cigarettes or using
smokeless tobacco, according to
an FDA press release. The
president's
announcement
occutred a little more than .a
year after the FDA issued its
pr.oposed rule to reduce the
access and appeal of tobacco
-products for children and
adolescents.
In accordance with the
presideQt's recent program, the
FDA has initiated a process to
require tobacco companies to
educate children and adolescents

Enforcement of welfare causes·debate
By CHUCK BURKE

U.S. poor who actually
receive welfare benefits

•This graph represents the 39.3 miHion
people who live below the poverty line,
comprising 15.1 percent of the U.S.
population.
• Possibly another 30 mHlion who aren~
counted over just alx>Ye the poverty Hne.
• 33 percent of all poor get cash benefits
from Aids for Families with Dependent
Children.
• 40 percent of au poor get non-cash
welfare benefits like Medicaid and food

stamps.
1993 figwa from U.S. BlllC8U of lbeQnsiis

Staff writer
Her welfare check is late again.
A hypothetical single mother
determinately balances work,
night classes and spending time
with her two boys. She needs this
check to pay off the rent that was
due last week.
They cut her overtime hours
when the minimum wage was
hiked to $4.75 this month. Nearly
half of her take-home pay goes
straight to-child care.
She must have handed out 25
resumes last week, but no one has
called back. One paycheck away
from being homeless, she yeams
for s0mething better.
President Clinton signed that
welfare reform bill in August, but
she's unsure of what will happen
to her Aid to Families with
Dependent Children. payments or
her food stamps once it goes into
effect next year. Can the system

- using a national multi-media elements of Clinton's plan
campaign - about the dangers of include: reducing children's
cigarettes and smokeless easy access to tobacco products
tQbacco. With this campaign, it by requiring age verification and
has been projected that the · face-to-face· sales, eliminating
tobacco use of children and free samples and the sale of
adolescepts will decrease by 50 packages with fewer .than 20
cigarettes and by banning
percent in seven years.
According to an FDA press vertding machines and selfrelease, some of the key service displays except in

be changed? And if so, can one
presidential administration over
another make a difference?
The welfare issue has loomed
over the presidential race for
months, yet the o.verriding
question remains: Whose problem
is it?
While the three major
candidates agree that more
welfare responsibilities should be
shifted from the federal
government to the states, the
enforcement of the bill is the
subject of debate.
Clinton wants the federal
government to oversee state-level
welfare reform 1,y granting state
governments federally-approved
waivers "to give them flexibility
to reform their own welfare
systems," according to the
Clinton/Gore web site.
·
Through his administration's
· "welfare to work" programs,
See WELFARE page 2

facilities where only adults are
permitted; reducing the appeal
of tobacco produc.ts to children
by banning outdoor advertising
within 1,000 feet of schools and
publicly-owned playgrounds,
permitting black-and-white text
only advertising in publications
with
signific~nt
youth
See TOBACCO page 2
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or giveaway of products such as baseball children from tobacco with Clinton's."
The Campaign Finance Database
caps or gym bags that cany cigarette or
smo~eless tobacco product brand names
recorded that the R.J. Reynolds Political
or logos.
Action Committee has contributed. a total
At the Oct. 16 debate, Clinton said, . of $10,000 to the Dole/Kemp campaign,
"No president had ever taken on the and the Brown and Williamson Tobacco
Corp. Employee PAC has contributed
tobacco lobby before. I did."
But Dole told the nation during the sec- $5,000.
"The tobacco industry donated
ond presidential debate, "In 1992, we had
a bill (about tobacco) come- before us that $1 ,638,642 to the Republican Party and
all of the states had to comply ... we sent $334,600 to the Democratic Party in the
it to the Clinton Administration for in:iple- first half of 1996, the most ever given by
mentation. They waited three and a half the tobacco industry in any quarter in an
years. And during that period, about election year," according the SCARC
3,000 young kids everyday started smok- report;
ing."
.
Rob Jesmer of the Dole/Kemp camIn the past, Dole has "questioned the paign said, "People giving money to
addictiveness of tobacco and compared Senator Dole doesn't mean he is supportthe dangers of smoking to those of drink- ing their views; it's people supporting his
ing milk," according to the Smoking views. The senator is opposed to smokControl Advocacy Resource Center ing. People shouldn't smoke because it
causes lung cancer."
Action Alert.
·1n a June 14 edition of The New York
"We know it's (tobacco) not good for
kids, but a lot of things aren't good. Some Times, Dole said, "To some people,
would say milk's not good," Dole said in smoking is addictive; to others, they can
u rf!.e.J\lQe-J6, eAiJw~ 9.f T}i~.!'few_ 1'9.rft ~~~~ -~..OJ. )«!.~.V~}Jr .*5>st people don't
smoke at all.~ .~9Pff~Hlren never start."
10T~ up lon bih '!'.>rl! b, •;:,r!:;,tj
And at the debate,. Dole said, "I don't
ACCOlding t0; the SCARC·Action Alert,
"'The Clinton-Gore re-election campaign want anybody to smoke. My brother
has used Dole's comment as an opportu- probably died partly because of cigarettes
nity to draw attention to Dole's longstand- ... You shouldn't smoke."
The Reform party's candidate, Ross
ing financial ties to the tobacco industry
and to contrast Dole's efforts to protect Perot. said in an interview on the Dallas

WELFARE

"I have a plan to say that this
is the beginning, not the end of
welfare reform," Clinton said
during an Oct. 17 speech in
Santa Ana, Calif. "We have to
create at least another million
jobs in the private sector with
.. t~5~iruw1A\i~eJf:A9-9i ~lf1~lWo~
pq,J\"ltJJ'.11C "lJ..!ll'bJ)i(IJot.: :.;til

CLINTON
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Morning News that he feels "Reform tions."
Party candidates ·will not accept any kind
Perot has not taken an official stance on
of special interest money. Our party will the tobacco lobby. But a representative
be financed by millions of hard-working . from the Perot campaign said be doesn't
Americans sending in small contribu- smoke and is against smoking cigarettes.

frompageone .............................................................,. . . .,....,........................................

Clinton wants to furth6r regulate welfare via tax credits for
employers who provide child
care and hire people off welfare
for the long term.

•
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liowever; Keput>ucan cna lenger Bob Dole does not want
the federal government involved
in welfare reform, and his campaign bashes Clinton's waiver
plan.
The Dole/Kemp web site
notes that the Republican plan
wm "provide states maximum
flexibility to implement reform
by ending federal entitlement."
"It's based oil common-sense
economics : leave more money
in the pockets of taxpayers and
allow them, not the federal government, to decide how their
money should be spent," Dole
explained to USA Today on
Sept. 30.
I)uring the Oct. 16 ~residen.:.
ti1lt 1ti:>wn liall debA~ ~rt:'!Siib
DiC'io: Doie said ·thete· ffia":r be"
possibility of granting tax
breaks for employers providing
day care.

a

_The Dally Eastern News

Dole has campaigned that $21 ted by a Republican dominated ing they were too harsh. Dole's
million would be spent on child Congress and signed by Clinton. campaign has criticized the
care, but state governments ·
The bill implements block president for signing the bill,
would control the administering grants that will allow each state . claiming that it was "almost
of the funding.
to design and instill its own wel- identical" to the previous one
Reform candidate Ross Perot fare reform. It takes effect July and that he would have vetoed it
condemned the recent welfare l, 1997.
had it not been an election year.
bill, ctairn"1g:., it.i•1il! IJP.t JJUt 1 ••Tbe..bilt .~~\eS that able-bod- , '~ffQ.blem~ J'.l.eyq to b~ ~ol_v_ed
aQ.~jVe.t J.o, tg~ ...n~itqe,' s,;vv.elf¥'f;, ,i~sJ. ~elf~ir· recipieflf$_,_fM!!t:fffAI bti~~ ~vrff:,ef.:~v,N<;ru~~tos
problems..
work within two· years and lim- est to the problem,'" Pe-rot's web
His campaign stance, as with its them to receiving aid to no site stated.
•several other issues, keeps the more than five years.
"A· good-paying job is the
Single mothers younger than ultimate welfare reform."
federal government completely
out of welfare reform and child 18 must live with their parents
Each major candidate has
care.
and go to school in order to get backed his ideas on giving state
Perot has de-emphasized gov- assistance and delinquent child and local governments the flexi-<
ernmental welfare reform in his support payments will be bility to administer welfare as
campaign.
enforced more strongly. States they choose.
"It does not make sense to be will be responsible for providing
"I think the problem with it is
discussing welfare reform when child and health care.
the inequities because states are
we are sending overseas the
"I don't think it's going to going to approach it differently,"
very jobs people need to end have the impact people say it is Cosbey said. "I'm sure there are
their dependen·c e on. welfare as far as solving the problem of some states that probably want
assistance," according to the poverty," said Janet Cosbey, a!} to do it."
Perot/Choate web site. "When assistant professor of sociology
Thomas Scism, an assistant
professor of political science
we have more people working, . at Eastern.
earning decen.t wages, and payWhen Clinton signed the bill noted that he thinks that cutting
ing taxes, we will have fewer he said .it cut too deep in food federal welfare would make the
p~opl~ ~ 'YeJf~/'.
~ ~~P,.Prnsrn~s .~'4 '!~ :WS~~li11; 1WP!lbYRrfn<f~re~ ~ojvioodi
...-,;IJ.:e. ~tmi iW~l fa.t;Pi~JqfRla.:- i~t;"it~ ~ ,,le~l lWJlflB[.alJ~Jl~.Jl'l.-ll~ 1 ~'l.RJ~ t.st@ .:\\'.~uJ~l'~'
bill, 'the Personal R~onsibility ..said; he would work .tp fix th{)se : '. pay for it.
and Work Opportunity Recon- details later.
"Individual states would havQ
ciliation Act of 1996, was a
Clinton had vetoed two previ- to raise their taxes to make up
bipartisan effort. It was submit- ous welfare reform bills, claim- for the downfall," Scism said.
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·senator cancels
visit to Eastern
Carol Mos~ley
Braun, D-111,
declines visit
with campus
officials because
of elections
By BOB MOSCHEL
Staff writer

Peggy Snyder, Director of
Moseley-Braun's Public Affairs
out of Springfield, had no com-ment as to why the cancellation
was on such short notice and
reasons for the senator's over
laden schedule.
·~senator Moseley-Braun still
wants to visit, and patience on
both parts
ensure that she
gets out there," said Matt Weisman, Moseley-Braun's assistant
press secretary.
Recently, Moseley-Braun visited Springfield, Decatur and
Champaign to discuss her new
Internet program used in Illinois
high schools on the financial aid
availability. She noted that it
would not replace campus visits
as a general rule, but might
i nflm.~n-ee, moi:e- studenf-s :..• bo
believed they did not quatir,1'lor
:rmanbiaf )iid'to"inve~ggtt further.
Merrifield and Shelly Flock,
Eastern's coordinator of public
information, are tentatively
scheduled to meet with MoseleyBraun for the earliest possible
date in November.
Even with the presidential
election on the way, Eastern is
one of the top priorities on
Moseley-Braun's list, said
Weisman.
"Current situations dictate that
the cost of college is rising past
the inflation rate and pricing
many students out of an education. Sen. Moseley-Braun is trying to do as much as she can

will

U.S. Senator Carol MoseleyBraun, D-Ill, who was suppose
to meet with Eastern public
affairs officials last week, canoeJed at the last minute because
SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor she is busy with the 11pcoming
.
"'~=- :
. •. •... ~~ ., • . . . •. . .. ..
ibsitlenti~ :election_
, her st10kes-1
. • s•1oa f!'l • '-fiei'sIDil IL-:. Ji: ·,). ,m;
i...ilu-1.01:11.Jiq J5rD vd 11o!Jn1l?.1JIJi ruorl4
.
.
· < 11" ·.i- he
I' .1 • • .
·
•
• •
•
l1ie Halloween season nears, 'Chns Ham, a senior theater ma;or, finds a costume for hltnSelJ m t
MoselerBraun
was scheduled
Aits Building Monday afternoon. The Costume Rummage Sale is sponsored by Alpha Psi Omega and to meet with Chris Merrifield,
nm from JO a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday to Wednesday. The prices for costumes run from $1 ta $10.
the director of government relations, to discuss when the senator would visit Eastern. MoselyBraun was to discuss the rising
cost of tuition and the steps the
did witness what happened to their group," she said
federal government is taking to
Carol Stevens, faculty adviser for LGBAU. said
help students.
her husband, who is an attorney, is going to check to
Moseley-Braun tentatively
The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Allies Union filed a see if there are grounds for a civil action suit.
was scheduled to discuss the rislaint with the Student Life Office alleging that
'There were about 30 to 40 guys wearing shirts
ing cost of tuition on campus
mbers of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity harassed and hats identifying them as Pikes," Stevens said.
today.
during the Homecoming Parade Saturday.
"When I saw that the president of the fraternity
Merrifield said she was lookAt the parade, members of Pi Kappa Alpha denied that an inc~dent took place then I decided to ing forward to meeting Moseleyegedly threw objects and verbally harassed go on the record," she said.
Braun.
ming participants.
Stevens is referring to the statement Stipp made
"I was very excited," Merri'1be complaint was filed and there were several in Monday's edition of The Daily &stem News. He field explained. "It is important
complaints filed by committee members," said said, "It's all just hearsay. It wasn't a Pike party, for her to be interested in our
·versity Board chair Keith Lipke.
·
mMances-:she-a ' . 1
there were several other fraternities there."
tuition· and· review- co'Illnrittee,. und« t
. · ~; 'tn'is1aeht of Pt....Kirppa Alphit fratemi''They yelted. they threw "things and I saw .and and Fhe aff.qrdability facto.r for' give!H'IJ.1..~~otted.'.' )V:eii;• l
man said. · "' • "'
•
beard thein harass our group and Seventh Eastern. 1•
.Dec:lined to comment Monday.
'!'We're going to take whatever steps necessary as Generation- it's"not the portrait of greek life that we
as University Board and lnterfraternity Council want to see at this university," she said, "especially
since our other experiences with fraternities and
~oncerned to make sure that it doesn't happen
. ain and to set an example for other groups for sororities was so positive.';
"The logic of 'the cops didn't arrest us so we
re events such as these," Lipke said.
"As far as· for next year most likely they will be must not have done anything wrong' is just bad
ualified, but it hasn't been decided yet," he said. logic," Stevens said referring to Stipp's statement
Lipke said the incidents look bad for the fraternity that "I know that there were three police officers (in
llut University Board will deal with all the ramifica- the area) and nobody got a ticket that day.''
Along with Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, their
s of the fraternity's actions.
"We have filed a formal complaint with student Homecoming partner, Delta Zeta sorority was also
selves about the candidates,"
By MINDY BUYCK
tivities office," said Aaron Gerlach, president of disqualified from Homecoming.
Student governnt'ent editor
Stipp said. "At least 10 percent
"Delta Zeta was disqualified simply because of
BAU. "I would like to see some mandatory eduif not more of the students are
tion for people involved in the incidents so people their partnership with Pike," Lipke said.
Brett Winters, R-Martins- registered to vote. Now they
"I really feel sorry for the women in Delta Zeta yille, who is challenging Con- need to educate themselves on
aee who they are actually doing this to."
Amy Rose, a member of Seventh Generation, said wrority, they have a fine organization and I didn't gressman Glenn Poshard, D- who they are voting for."
the group filed a verbal complaint with David see one of them there," Stevens said.
Marion, for the congressional
The senate had hoped to
Also, Alpha Sigma Tau sorority and Sigma Chi
Milberg, director of Student Life.
seat,
wil~'<
bp
speal\i~
,at,
8
p,,m.
bring
botJt...c~!l,dif:liue,s ioiether
"'We!ife ibint,:tb1 fi1·e! '8' •writte~ 'Coinplahrt fraternity .members were disqualified from the' 'Y~dnl(~¢\y, ~
iµ
,
,
•
t~e
for
a
deba'te~bo'Mi~,~ble
edflelldij' :a~:'sJo~ ·as ~U1Cti n\!!fubei'!tget1 '.Chance· ~~ e'cirilpetition• fdffiarutg' ~ lbifd off Ifie S\gma Arc'Qfaquscoia, ~QOfll , ef 1f\e do to sch~dutit'lg"'c6irfl~·Th~: •
~sign it," she said "The C:fontplaint we're doing is Pf float, said Homec6ining parade coiriniirlee memMartin Luther Kmg Jr. Uni - senate decided to bring both
· ~upport of LGBAU because we were there and ber Melissa Girten.
candidates here separately to
versity Upion.
r

•'

-

. •

'

'

GBAU complains about Pikes

Candidate to discuss
his political viewpoints

Republican to speak Wednesday

iE:

a

rrectionQ.s------------

In Thursday's edition of the The News, the cost of the air conditioning project was incorrect in a sttn'y about
campus improvement projects. It should haye listed the cost at $2 million. In the same story, it should have stated that McDonald's would have the option to participate in the food court proposal.
Also, an article in Monday's edition of The News did not say LEAD would also be going to Charleston High
School to help conduct the program 'The Drink and The Consequences."
Another article in Monday's edition of The News incorrectly identified Kristi Schulte. Schulte is the
fllcKinney hall Council president The News regrets the errors.

Student Senate member Jason
Stipp said Winters will be discussing his views on student
loans, grants, high education
and other issues that Winters
and Poshard disagree on such as
crime and balancing the budget.
"This is a great opportunity
for students to educate them-

answer students questions.
Poshard had visited the campus
on Oct.. 16.
Winters speech will also be
an open forum so students can
ask questions of the candidates.
"This gives students a chance
to voice their opinions to the
candidate," Stipp said.

Jmiipiiiiiiiiifiiiiii.Wiiiiiiiiiii

When your
moneys
running out,
and the rent
is coming due...
Sell your stuff
in The News'
Classifieds!

THEY WILL
WORK FOR
YOU!!

Native American Civil Rights:

The Past, Present & the Future.
By Ward Churchill

8pm Tuesday,
October 22, 1996
Lumpkin Hall Rm 122
$1 students $3 general

Tuesday:

$J00

1Zoz import bottles

Corona • Dos t:quis • Heineken • Bass • Guinness
Harp • Moosehead • Labatt Blue • Grolsch
Red Stripe • St. Pauli Light and Dark
Mon-1bur
7:00 p.m· l :00 a.m

Fri lt Sat
5:00 p.m· l :00 a.m. ·

11.tj•t11Mtt't§;.1~t§\%i

Step Show emcee makes racial comments
Friday's Black Greek Council
BGC adviser CeCi Brink
Show had all the elements
"Jones'
said she and other the gradu
of success.
students who helped organize the
Good music, incredible perforremarks were
Step Show have discussed the
mances, crowd p~cipation and
inappropriate. inappropriateness of the remarWI
humorous masters of ceremonies
"In no way, shape or form an
created the mood.
They were rude. the views, perceptions and atdBut the masters of ceremonies
They were
tudes expressed .shared by
degrading and Black Greek Council," Brink
also were offensive ..Or, at least NATALIE GOTI
one was.
Regular columnist
said. "The comments \\'.ere totalBefore the competition started,
prejudiced."
ly inappropriate. The sad thing is
masters of ceremonies S<>rou
that they were representing the
Jones and Juanta Bennett thanked c::i;===,__.,,..,.,,,..,,,.__-=====""'~-,,..- BGC."
the crowd for coming to the show. They thanked the parAnd they were, totally inappropriate.
''11\ey were their own personal wonls," Brinker said. 1
ticipants, the judges and Black Greek Council members.
They thanked everyone and then Jones thanked "the White don't think it was something they gave a lot of lhou811
people" for coming to the show.
to."
"I'm glad the white people came out," Jones said in a ·
That may be the case. But when dealing with or ·
patronizing voice. It's great that the blacks and whites cussing race relations, nothing should be taken for gran
aren't segregated like they usually are, he added.
Brinker said the BGC reviews the scripts the spea
Then, without giving a second thought as to what he prepare before an event takes place but leaves room for the
said, he continued.
speakers to be creative. "We ·don't try to be so stringe
"We smoke Newports, you smoke Marlboros," he said. Brinker said.
Blacks play football, basketball and baseball, whites play
But Jones overstepped the bounds of creati".ity.
tennis and golf, he added.
"We have never had this problem before," Brinker sai
Jones' remarks were inappropriate. They were rude. "Obviously now that it is a problem, we will do everyth"
They were degrading and prejudiced.
we can do to prevent this problem."
His remarks were racist.
Obviously Jones' remarks aren't supported by all B
If a#miw .~OS):~ • n ~.J>~ it~"• per- mcmbe1~ ·ii! Afii erifan s~cnts.
~. A fr u.:lln- mcrkan stu..'tlenfs i'W6irtd bl klt<l\ning
l'..tm1 ~\\JnJton,
'fll~bqr ·
h llpe
ic thd
radsm.
judges and masters ~ ceremonies or the even( sh"'aref
Juanta Bennett, the mistress of ceremonies, just Bririker's sentiment.
laughed. While she may have been offended, she made no
"I'm sorry," she said. "I feel really bad. I had no i
attempts to cover up for what her partner said.
those things were said."
I had never been to a the Step-Show before. I am halfBut Jones, by voicing these opinions to a crowd of 3
Hispanic, half-white. I was offended. My roommate, who students, alumni, faculty and community members, unjus
is white, was sitting next to me. She had never been to the ly made a segment of the black community appear racist.
Step Show either. She was offended. Some of my friends
sitting next to me were offended.
·
-Natalie Gott is associate news editor and a regul
It wasn't until later, when I saw some of my friends per- columnist for The Daily Eastern News: Her e-ma
form that I could forget what was said.
address is cunmg@bgu.edu.
S~p
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Students should ask
questions concerning
ca~P.US. improye~~nt
The Campus Improvement Task Force has proposed 11 projects that will probably cost the university and students a total of about $9 million by
the time it is finished.
All 11 projects will be combined on the ballot
for one referendum vote in the Nov. 12 and 13 student body elections. But students have only.now
been informed of the proposals made by the task
'
force.
Since the beginning of
the semester, Student
Body President and committee member Jason Ansel.ment, along with other
committee members, has tried to encourage and
recruit students for the task force. The committee
will continue to ~~t?! l!n!il students vote on the

• J
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, Tu.bette~ inform mcire sitidents •ofwhat tlte 'Pm"'
ject will entail, members of the Campus
Improvement Task Force will attend various organizational meetings in the near future. They will
answer any questions conceming the proposal.
Students should take advantage of meeting with
committee members and a8k members of the task
force_ how the proposal will affect present and
future students. They should question such ideas
as funding a food court when individual businesses will generate' funds on their own, and Lincoln
Avenue has almost any fast food restaurant imaginable.
Should student fee money actually pay for the
remodeling of Health Service, the Eastern
Counseling Center, ·the Communication Disorders
an.d S~i~~ Depart~nt apd Career Services?
:rtn~fn.t; be GUni'Ve($ity'.l>tobledl,:not the studen.
t~s: Arid should student fee money also be spent on
providing air conditioning in various residence
halls? This may be a housing problem, not the student's.
These questions, and many more, should be
addressed to members of the Campus Improvement Task Force before casting a vote on the
referendum in November.
Not many students showed up to the weekly
meetings, even some members did not attend. But
now students will have a chance to ask intelligent
questions about the proposed plans before any
final decisions are made. The students on the task
force should not be the only ones showing concern for improving Eastem's campus.

, ., today's quote
Men are never so likely to settle a
question rightly as when they
discuss it freely.
-Thomas Babington

Former weekend editor
explains his motives
behind 'White Verge'

•

Dear editor:
After reading the Oct. 4 piec~ on
the so-called "White Ve18e," I must
admit I feel a bit like the Edward D.
Wood Jr. of college entertainment
rags.
Sure, it was great to see one of
many issues of The Verg~ edited
called "the most unforgettable ·Ve'8e
ever," but it's for the one I (and most
journalism faculty members) would
probably like most to forget. It was
sort of my own personal "Plan Nine
from Outer Space".- memorable only
because of its laughable disastrousness.
In my own defense, there was little ,
time to work on the issue, which preceded ' a three-day weekend.
Normally, there is no issue of The
Verge before vacation weekends. I
was informed that Tuesday by my
uncompromising editor, however, that
there would indeed be a Verge that

your turn
week.
As The Ve18e is typically paginated
on Wednesday, there was little time
and even less activities to report on to
assemble a remotely seriouskdition.
Thus I fell back on the idea of the
"White Verge," which was actually
originated by_ two previous editors
who simply never had the impetus
(read: desperate frustration) to do it.
It's only fair that I share the credit
(or spread the blame, depending on
your point of view) for designing this
"most unforgettable" edition witli·my
cohorts Jason Winders and Mitch
McGlaughlin, the latter of whom
made sure such recipe titles as
"While My Fromage Gently Weeps"
had actual recipes to go with them
(try 'em, they're excellent).
Despite the embarrassment of the
issue, the cover will always hold a
special place in my heart. I will never
forget what the great press man
Johnny Bough said to me the week
after the issue came out: "You k,now,

upon reflection, that was a pretty n
idea." (Then again, maybe he w
just happy that I wasn't asking him
print some sort of bizarre color co
bination that week).
I was a bit saddened at the ti
though, that many students didn't
the reference to the Beatles' Whi
Album. I guess we can't all be as
as Ve'8e editors.

Steve Lysa
Charleston resid

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News enco
ages letters to the editor concern·
local, state, national or internatio
issues.
Letters should be less than 3
words. For the letter to be printed,
name of the author, the autho
address, telephone number, year
school and current major must
inclqded. If necessary, letters will
edited according to. length and s
at the discretion of the editorial p
editor or editor in chief.
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Forum to inform community
Question, answer session deals with city manager job
By BRITT CARSON
City
editor
.

Ed Suess, a retired physical plant worker and Charleston resident,
hes late Monday afternoon with his wife Maxine Suess, in front of

the Campus Pond.

I

Charleston residents and Eastern students can learn
the duties of a city manager during a question and
answer forum on Thursday.
Bob Taylor, executive director of the Charleston
Area Chamber of Commerce, said the forum is
designed to help residents learn how a city manager
form of government operates.
"We are going to· discuss what the role and duties
of a city manager in Charleston would be," Taylor
said. "We are also going to discuss what the role of
the mayor and city council would be if we have a city
manager and the impact on the city budget a city manager would have."
Taylor and Joe Dively, the president-elect of the
board of directors of the Chamber of Commerce, are
the speakers for the forum, which is sponsored by the
Student Society for Economics. The forum will be at
7 p.m. Thursday in Lumpkin Hall in Room 122.
"I have heard a lot of different things around town

and we are providing an opportunity for people to ask
questions and get answers," Taylor said. ''We are also
providing an opportunity for people to be better
informed about the city manager form of government."
Taylor said the audience will have an opportunity
to ask questions throughout the discussion. He said
the presentation should last about an hour.
Those registered in Coles County will have an
opportunity to vote on changing the form of government from a commission form to a city manager form
during elections on Nov. 5.
Under the city manager form of government, the
city manager is in charge of. running the day-to-day
affairs of the city and the city council and mayor are
in charge of policy making.
The Chamber of Commerce and the· League of
Women Voters volunteered to help, educate the public
on the city manager form of govetmnent. The board
of directors of the Chamber of Commerce endorsed
the change of government to a city manager form of
government.

'Not .1n Our . Town' forum set to take place in Union
By MINDY BUYCK
fndent government editor

' ' We aren't just trying to reach the RSO's. We
are trying to reach everybody."
-Liz Halbert
"Not In Our Town" organizer

The "Not In Our Town"
Jorum will be held at 8 p .m.
Nov. 4 in the Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
niversity Union.
Freshman Liz Talbert, who is
anizing the event, said tbat
she has confirmed participants
from African American Studies,
atino American Student
anization and Multicultural
tudent Union.
Talbe~ ~till is in the pro~ess
of recru1t10g repres~ntattves
om People <?rgan1zed for

Allies Union and a representative to serve for Black Student
Union and Black Greek
Council.
Talbert also has be~n working
with the Interfratemity Council
and the Panhellenic Council.
"We aren't just trying_ !_o
~~~~tinlll~~·- .:.ell He RSO's," Taqiert_-s;iid;:
s t n, a"1reftlaTand

"We are trying to reaEh everybody."
Talbert also wants a Charleston resident to serve on the
panel and would like to see
members of the community at
the forum. Talbert said Mayor
Dan Cougill suggested that two
fot'lliM' be ~Id - -one ~n'Ca'in
pus, oi1'€ Off campfts, - to attract

Charleston residents. Talbert
said Cougill said he is concerned that residents will not
attend the event if it is held on
campus.
However, Talbert does not
think separate forums are possible.
"lfP-s"not a good idea." Talbert
said. "l't nee<k t'1 be 'one big

event. You just can't separate
something like that."
The forum wm consist of two
videos and a panel discussion
that will allow for audience
interaction.
Student Senate approved a
resolution to pay for the two
videos and buttons for the
forum.
Talbert also is working with
University Board to help fund
advertising.
Talbert said there is still a lot
to be done. She is looking for
someone of the Jewish community who is willing to serve on
the board as well. Talbert said
she is also still nmlrttg--\ro-r
solneone 't<1 serie ·as mb~ra:ior.
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·SIGN UP YOUR
MUSICAL OR .COMEDY ACT
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ECO MOORE

your
yearbook
•
picture·
taken!
Warbler 1997
Individual photos
will be taken in ·
front of the Union
Bookstore.

Monday, Oct. 21- Friday, Oct.• 25
8:00 AM through 4:30 PM
$5 for Seniors $4 for everyone . else
Sign-up in Student Publications--Walk-ins will also be welcome
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udent reports theft
bicycle worth $500

Native American to speak
about civil rights, struggles

CARSON
A Creek/Cherokee Metis
lllld, police rq>Odl llllCd.

• Bryson T'homploa, 28. of Sbdbyville, wu cited at 11 :S3 p.m.
Thunday at Ninth Street and
Uncoln Avenue wilh cbiving on a
suspended license. operating an
uninluftld vdliclc and obstructing
julcice. police iqa11 swcd.
•Miry Perino. 26, of ClUcago. was
cited at 12:10 Lm. Sunday in the
400 block of Jackson Ave.• with
drivina under lhe influence of alcohol. tepQl1I stmcd.
• David Allred. 48. of J.:ksonville,
Fl. was cilicd at 2: IS p.m. Thunday
at 3 W. Uncoln Ave. with peddling
without a license. according to

rJrilt«ipher Diver. 24, of 420 W.
SL, was cited at 4:30 p.m.
at 882 Divisim,IL
~ ~ -~
ion of cannabiS'{'lrndC
Shades
of sos N.
), possession of drug para- Division SL. was cited al 3:38 a.m.
· aggravaled battery, aim- Saturday at 1801 Madison Ave.
1laplsS to vehicle and resisting with phone harassment. police
police reports slated
JqXll1I Sbded.
Jllnes Lowery, 21, of Everpen • John Cruse, 21, of Hindsboro,
, was cited at 2:03 a.m. was cited at 2:44 p.m. Friday Ill 410
y at Panthers Lounge with Lincoln Ave. with retail theft,
ry and criminal trespass to police n:po111 Slated.

flfll'be."'J!I.

7

Indian will be lecturing about
lhe Nllive American civil ri@hlS
and lllUgles, u well as lhe current conditions of the culture

fOaiaM.

Wiid Olun:hill will speak al
8 p.m. in l.uqtin Hill Room

122.
ChurdUll, an usociare ~
fessor of American Indian
Studies and Communications
with lhc Center for Studies of
Ethnicity and Race in America
al lhe Uniwnity of Colorado Ill
Boulder ha prmously written
about political priaoner issues
and the nature of political
rqnuioa in lhe United States
aod.allo. d9pe ~on

~ ....."ifNahi,........
in literatute and ftfm, a press
rele8se said.

Omn:hill will also be speaking about lhe Nalivc American
point of view of Christopher
Columbus. Many people do not
understand Columbus, and

Churchill will help to bring
awareness to what Columbus
accomplished, said Paul Mitchell, a graduate adviser in the
Student Ufe Office.
Mitchell said the idea for lhe
lecbn came from gradulle llUdent Mario Leto, wbo found
there is a high interest on
Eastem's campus for this type
of lecture by speaking to studenls.
Mitchell said everybody on
the Univa'Sity Boanl supported
the idea when he submiacd iL
"I was surprised bow many
pccple were supportive of this,"
MilChell ll&id.
This event is expected IO go
well with the F.a.*'11 community and draw a large aowd.
Mitchell said right now it i$
not known jf this ~
' .
held aferQny, bat· ·
would like to see a ·Stmitar presentation done for oda groups.
Admission to this event,
sponsored by the University
Board Human Potallial Committee, i5S 1 for students with an
ID and $3 for lhe public.

ALTIRNAnVI MIC.HT

MO COVER

7St 10oz. Drafts
~tKillian&-

Frozen Mixers sm. s2.10

Jg.$3.10

TRY OUR

INTERAalVE TRIVIA
LUNCH SPECIALS
Soup&: Sandwich $2.95
Plate Lunch $4.95

Better ln8!edients. •
Better Pizza.

rLARGEcHEESE-PiziA~
$4.99= :
Smith Bus Service
EIU's Convenient, Reliable
Ii Affordable Bas Service
Bus leaves the University Union Friday at 3 p.m
Returns to Charleston Sunday at 9 p.m.

Champaign Stop
Uofl Armory

· a.lcago Stops

How to lake a 3ffE
· . out of long distance costs.
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Old Orchard Mall
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Woodfield Mall
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Chicago Ridge MaU
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How big are the savings?
81~~ F:EIJ~L'l 8r~t

Matteson Holiday Inn

EIU

Chicago
One-Way $15.95
Round Trip $29.95
Champaign
One-Way $5.00
Round Trip $9.00

Tickets can
be purchased
at the Ticket Office
In the West Wing
of the UnlY8f91ty Union.

ca11

(217) 581-5122
tor more
Information.
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classified advertisin

8
Services Offered

Help Wanted

Sublessors

Announcements

Announcements

SAVE MONEY ON AUTO
INSURANCE call BiH Hall or Dan
Castle at 345-7023 or stop by
Hall Insurance 1010 East Lincoln.
-------~~10/23

HELP WANTED-DELIVERY
DRIVERS AND WAITRESSES .
Apply In person at Hong Kong
House. 1505 18th Street.

SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER. Own
room. $210/month. Call 348·
1867 Ask for Jennifer.

JILL BUTIZ·Thank you for all
your advice. You're an awesome
friend and Big Sisl Love ya,
Simone

THE MEN OF SIGMA NU would
like to thank the ladies of EIU for
attending our 1996 Crush Dance.
We hope you had a great time.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

DIANE SMITH OF DELTA ZETA:
You're the cutest baby turtle.
Good Luck this week. I love my
kiddo. DZ Love, Tiffany
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
LORI MULA OF ALPHA PHICongrats on entering I-week! I
am so proud of you! love, your
mommy, Sarah
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

TRISTA CHALUPA OF DELTA
ZETA AND JOSE CECILIANO
OF SIGMA CHI: Congratulations
on getting lavalieredl It's about
time! Love, Teresa and Sharon.

Help Wanted

Wanted

For Rent

BRIAN'S PLACE. Help wanted
for Thanksgiving and Christmas
breaks. Apply in person. #2344151
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21

SPRING BREAK '97. LOWEST
PRICES
TO
FLORIDA,
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
& CARNIVAL CRUISES. HIRING
CAMPUS REPS. ENDLESS
SUMMER TOURS. 1-800-2347007

WANTED UPPER-CLASSMAN
OR GRADUATE, female non·
smoker to share a 2 bedroom furnished apartment. McArthur
Manor 345-2231.

NEED CASH? WE BUY cd' s,
t89es, video games . Music
Exchange. 234-3668

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1219

Adoption

CHRISTMAS IS COMINe /NON
HAS LOTS OF GIFTABLES. Earn
extra money now. 345-4197.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/31

Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPSl!I
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS
wanted to promote SPRING
BREAK!! Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013
or http://www.icpt.com
···········coME JOIN OUR
TEAM! CONSOLIDATED MARK·
ER RESPONSE IS LOOKING
f.OR ARJ'ICULATE* *ENTHUSl-Mn'lcY ENERGETle IND&VlbU.
ALS TO MAKE AND RECEIVE
CALLS. WE ARE NOW HIRING
FOR FULL-TIME DAY AND
PART-TIME EVENING SHIFTS.
WE OFFER PAID TRAINING.
$6.00/HR TO START. WEEKLY
PAYCHECKS.
FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT.
CALL US FOR DETAILS AT 3485250.******..**
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/21
KOKOMO
JOE'S-Seafood,
steaks and ribs. Opening Nov.
1996 now accepting applications
for all positions. 8am-4pm MonFri. 516 Platt Ave., Mattoon.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/14
LOCAL DOCTOR LOOKING for
Aerobics Instructor for month of
November Fitness claaa. Call
345-9600
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21
IF I CAN SHOW YOU A WAY TO
TURN $100 INTO $1000 A
MONTH OR MORE, ANO ELIMl~E YOUR LONG-DISTANCE
.INeNE BILL, would you be Inter·
ested?
mel 345-7413, 1·800412·9004.

can

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/30

OMRP·MUST HAVE BA or BS
degree plus one year experience
working with DD population. 2025 hours a -'<. Please apply in
person at convalescent care center 100 Palm, Mattoon or for more
info call Angela at 234-7403.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 10125
SPRING BREAK: CANCUN,
MAZATALAN FROM $399.
Lowest prlCe guaranteed! Sell 15
trips and travel free plus cash .
Call SUNBREAKS 1 ·800-446·
8355
.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

WE ARE A YOUNG, PROFESSIONAL couple desperately
seeking the opportunity to love,
adore and nurture your child. We
can offer your child a warm and
loving immediate and extended
family. Please help make our
dreams come true and call
Michael and Julie at 1-800-6441701 access #96
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/25
LOVE, LAUGHTER. AND MUSIC
OESCAIBE OUR OLD YICTORlAN HOME. Married for 9 years,
we wish for a baby everyday.
Expenses Paid. Stay at home
mom. Please help our dream
come true. Call Mary or Roger
ANYTIME. 1-800-484-9445. Ext.
9197.
10/25

For Sale
CARS FOR SALE, TRAIN
STUFF WILL BUY OR SELL.
Call Ed Miller 348-8846

-----,-,...,..,,.--___,,10/22

1985 GRAND AM. 65,000
MILES,
RUNS
GOOD.
$1800/0BO. Call 345-6806 after
4:30p.m.

----=-c-'."'.=-:=-:-:-:-:-11/1

PB 486SX COMPUTER W/monltor and Color dot matrix printer.
$1000/0BO. After 5:00 pm 3480068, Call Arlene.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
FOR HERBAL WEIGHT LOSS
products call Angela at 348-n55.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/25
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS GRAPHIC
CALCULATOR
Tl-85.
$75/0BO Call Lori 581-2463

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10l28

Sublessors
NEEDED:2-3 PEOPLE Spring
Semester. 3 bedroom house free
parking, w/d. $185 per person.
348-5267
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/28

Announcements

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1115

SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER. Close to
C8fY1>U8. Low rent Call Jamie or
Joy at 348-1745

COSTUME
RENTAL-HUGE
SELECTION, REASONABLE
RATES! GRAND BALL, 609
SIXTH.

10/31

ATELY AND/OR FOR SPRING
'97. Own Room. $165/mo. +
deposit.
348-8275.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10125
EVER WANTED TO LIVE ON
THE SQUARE? HERE'S YOUR
CHANCEi Spacious, recently
redone apartment. Need two sublessors for Spring/Summer.
Available second weekend of
December. Reasonable rent. Call
345-9305.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/25

can

FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
Spring '97. House Harrison
Street. Own large bedroom
$175/month. Call Kendall at 345-

1603.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1CP29

Classified Ad Form
Name:_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Under Classification of: - - - - - -- - - - - - -Expiration code (office use only) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad1 _ _ _ _ __

Compolllor ~----

mount cbt.$. _ _ _ __

Cl Check

Cl Credit

Checkrunber._ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ __ _ _ _Student

0 Yes 0 No

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bed tasle.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

VALERIE MILLER OF ALPHA
PHI, Congrats on entering I·
week. You're doing great! Love
your mom, Jen
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 10/22
MEGAN OF AST: Thanks for
always being here for me! You're
the best mom! I'm here for you,
too. Love, your kiddo
I·
·1;1 ,'. IPIJ '..< t ' ' f'()/2'2'
ALPHA PHI AND SIGMA Pl,
Congratulations on finishing in
first place for the 1996
Homecoming week. In Hoc, The
Men of Sigma Chi.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
TO THE LADIES OF ALPHA
SIGMA TAU, Thank you for all of
your hard work and dedication
throughout
the
week
of
Homecoming. You are all awesonie! In Hoc, The Men of Sigma
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10122

NICE MOBIL HOME suitable for
one or couple. Available Dec. 15
$250, water and trash included.
Phone 348-1341

-S-UBLE--SSOR-__.N_E_E_D_!tf_...l~.r.

LORI MULA OF ALPHA PHI· I
HAD A GREAT TIME MEETING
YOU! You are an awesome kid! I
will take you out soon! Love, Ed.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
TO THE MEN OF DELTA CHI, I
am honored to represent the best
house on campus! Love, Jen

Chi.
ATIENTION ALL STUDENTSlll
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM . SPONSORSlll NO REPAYMENTS,
EVERlll $$$ CASH FOR COLLEGE$$$ FOR INFO: 1-800·
243-2435

The Daily Eastern News

no. wordsldlys
Payment
Cl Cash

-----~--~12/B

QUIET 2 BEDFIOOM FURNISHED APARTMENT. McArthur
Manor. 345-2231

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

-~-------1219

~

'

. . - 10/31

CRAt;;:;JEPOT DAY-Come
watch and learn Whe8! Throwing,
Stained Glass creating, tie-dye, +
beaded jewelry. Grand BallroomU nlon Oct. 30 noon-4:00 p.m.
FREE FOOD.

-------___,....,,..-10/22

JENNY UPHOFF OF AST: You
did an awesome job with
Homecoming. I'm so proud of
you! TAU Love, your kid Niki.

10/22

SIGMA CHI'S, TRIP NOVEMBER
9, get a hold of Sharky for more
Info. In Hoc, Sharky.

-------...,,.-~10/22

CONGRATULATIONS SIG Pl'S
ON WINNING FLAG FOOTBALL,
WIFFLEBALL, AND HOMECOMING! You guys really made me
proud. Alpha Garn Love, Quincy

-------,,--..,.-10/22

PHI SIGMA SIGMA wishes
everyone good luck at the 1st
annual> Paint Ball Toumam9nt.

__,__......._'--___u_·• 111Vl2'

LAURA SMITH OF ALPHA PHI:
Congrats on entering 1-weekl I'm
so
proud of you! Love, Anson
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
ON HALLOWEEN NIGHT YA
GOTIA LOOK RIGHT-Costume
Rummage Sale LOTS FOR
CHEAP I!
Tuesday
and
Wednesday October 22 and 23,
10 a .m.-6 p.m. in the Theatre

O
_ N_ H_A_L_L_O_W-=E=E_
N _N_l""G-HT Ya

Lobby.

Gotta Look Right Costume
Rummage Sale LOTS FOR
CHEAP II
Tuesday
and
Wednesday 1Oam-6pm In the
Theater Lobby Lots of "spooktacular" deals!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10123

CONGRATULATIONS COLLEEN
MCCANN OF DELTA ZETA on
being lavallered to COREY
BIGGS OF Pl KAPPA ALPHA.
I'm so happy for you! Love, your
A.G.S.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

Need

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

CHRISTINA RICCI-How are you
feeling today? I hope you had a
great Birthday! I hope I didn't
have to cut you out of your
clothes! Love Ya, Becky
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 10122
WHAT ARE YOUR NIGHTS
WHILE IN YOUR CAR & HOW
CAN YOU BE SAFER IN YOUR
CAR? Come find out! 3 law
inforcement officers will answer
your questions on October 24th.
Dinner with the pre-law society &
speakers. Dinner at 5:30 CH 232
$5 speakers 7 p.m. LH 017.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
RHH MEMBERS: meeting tonight
in Kansas Room 6 p.m.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

ITEMS

in the
CLASSIFIED
SECTION

of
THE NEWS
I lq

BLACK GREEK COUNCIL Service meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Gna
Court Common Area.
TAYLOR & CO. meeting & Dating Auction tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Taylor Lobby.
LGBAU meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Coleman Room 228. Linda
Anderson will speak on "Dating and Relationships.• Everyone welcome.
E.A.R.T.H. meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Coleman Hell AOC?"' 121. Al
are welcome to attend.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Heritage Room-Union. Everyone Is welcome!
STUDENT READING COUNCIL Storytelling with Dr. Hal Malhom
tonight at 7 p.m. in Lumpkin Auditorium.
_
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION meeting ton~ at 1
p.m. In the Greenup Room. All are encourage to attend.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation today
from 8-9 p.m. at the Newman Chapel, located at the comer al 9lh and
Lincoln.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Haiti Connection will meet at 7:30
p.m. in the Schahrer Room of the Union.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held at noon today at tw
Newman Chapel, located at the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
CIRCLE ~ l .. 7E"f#~TIONAL meeting tonight at 7-;p.m. lin the
Mat'llnvillero<Jrtt. everyone is welcon1'\' I 1'l' ,q mml-.f"t'll') 111111'1
STUDENT INVESTMENT SOCIETY Bl-monthly meeting tonight at 1
p.m. In Lumpkin Hall 021. There will not be a formal meeting at 6:30 as
previously announced.
•
PHI SIGMA Pl weekly meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Effingham
Room.

PLEASE NOTE: campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY tor
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submlllad to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled fQr Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deldrll
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER ~
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that II
Illegible or contains confllctlng Information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

--------~10/2
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olloquium to focus on relationships
The philosophy department
ill host a
colloquium
esday focusing on the relanship between religion and
'losophy in conjunction with
Ms and Humanities Month.
"Issues Concerning Philohy and Religion" will be held
m 4 to 6 p.m. in the Coleman
llall Auditorium.
The first 15 to 20 minutes of

WATER

the colloquium will feature the
faculty of the philosophy department summarizing their viewpoints on the relationships
between philosophy and the different forms of religion , said
Gary Aylesworth, chair of the
philosophy department
The part following will be an
open discussion among the philosophy faculty and members of
the audience, Aylesworth said.
The audience is encouraged to
ask questions and share ideas

about philosophy and religion
with the faculty members.
Aylesworth said the attendance
at the philosophy colloquiums
has gradually increased each
year.
"I don' t know exactly what to
expect," Aylesworth said.
"Judging by the size of the past
colloquiums, we should have a
good turnout on Wednesday."
This event is open to the pobli c and there is no charge to
attend.

frompageone

the city.
Wfhe crews were already called <3Jlt' because we
~ed to see if anything would happen when we
•med it on," said City Commissioner Gene
l:holes. "Their response time to the problem was
eat"
Scholes said~~!~ in the c!ty could crack as
'Ule li.tlw ~'fltillU&- upcn.
'"If could fiaR_Pen .l\gatn, irSir reamy," he sruO.
W.We don't know where the next one could be. There
fotlld be no more, but probably a few more problems will occur."
He said the crews would be on call all of Monday

night until the tower is at I 00 percent operation and
·
everything is stabilized.
As of press time, no other problems were reported.
Scholes would not estimate the cost of the broken
pipe.
"I don't even want to think about how rntJ~h it
costs ~it mis to be 'Cione,.. he said.
·
The new water tower has been under construction
for about a year· and was in planning stages for
about two years.

-Staff writer Missa Beck contributed to this
rf!POrt.

Young still- least likely to vote
WEST HOI.LYWOOD, Calif.
(AP) - Young people chat and sip
JOUrmet coffee, drawn to an outdoor mall by a "Rock the Vote"
benefit concert. But even here,
pynicism and apathy about J>9litics
•bound.
"I have a lot of things going on
to be worrying about politics,
qu ite frankly," says Jason

Web.
A low-tech effort asks more
politically active senior citizens to
"adopt" their grandchildren by
urging them to vote.
Another program asks young
people to fill out pledge cards to
In . 1992, 43 percent of be sent back to them later, remindAmencans ~ged 18 to 24 voted, ing them to vote.
compared wtth 70 percent.of those
And Rock the Vote, the nonpar~ie.cnn.H~~g. ~ Jrl61NSill~r~W.fJ.~. .m~El.t~-~·li. ;i~1.,,
.;
udi~8~ih~~ work11.Jto mobi lize
' y.ounger voters, is tfikinl,! ' ltS'
tntry clerk from Beverly Hittsfl'.'19\" 2! ~;\1$lii ~'vilfJ!eQ m~ti t1f'8Jf1
"There 's not an issue in this manag~r from Thousan? O~~s, paign where young people really
•1ection that directly pertains to ~xemplifies.11!~ probl~m. 'Pohl:J.cs live: MTV, radio and concerts.
me," chimes in· Bjarni Brown, 26, IS a du~ topic, say~ Bielat..
This will also be the first pre~j
a LOs Angeles publicist.
It's JUSt that attttude bemg tar- den ti al election in which die
Lewis Foulke, 30; a Los · geted by youth advocacy groups "motor voter'' law is felt. The law
ngeles art coordinator, didn't that are developing an array of requires all states to offer voter
even know the event had a-politi- new means to ca3ole young people registration through state agencies
cal twist. "I just came to see my to the polls. .
.
such as motor vehicle offices.
friend's band play," he said.
S~me are ta!1ored to children of
About 12 million people will
. 1\venty-five years after 18- to the ~nformatlo~ ag~: They ~an have registered under motor voter
year-olds won the right to vote, ob~ voter ~gtstratlon ma~nals by Election Day, according to
~oung people remain the least and .information about candidates Human SERVE, a national voter
likely group to cast ballots.
and issues through the World Wide registration group.

R o lling Roc k 6tle.
Shot 5pecia l 5
Vodka/Rum
M ixer P itc;her5

cam-

class.ified advertisin
·noonesbury

ev GARRYTROom

UB lectures
presents:
Eva Moses Kor
Lecture on the
Holocaust
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

Wed. Oct. 23
In the Grand Ballroom
7:00 pm
$1 Students w/ID
$3 General Public

BY MIKE PETERS

1 WISH SH6 WOOLDN'i
MAKS SUCH A Sl6
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Ritschel receives MVC honor
By ANDREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Besides getting back to the

.500 mark over .the weekend,
senfor goalie Brian Ritschel was
named the Missouri Valley
Conference defensive player of
the week.
Ritschel currently posts a 1.32
goals against average, and
recorded his third shutout of the
season against University of
Missouri at Kansas City on
Sunday. Ritschel has proven to
be an "Iron Man" in goal, having
played 1.025 minutes thus far in
the season. He has also saved 57
shots this year.

Ritschel missed playing
against last year ' s NCAA
Division 1 champions ,the
University of Wisconsin at the
Rocky Rocco- UW Soccer
Classic in Madison due to an
injury. Since returning to the lineup, he's been the main man in
goal.
Ritschel is currently fourth in
the MVC for overall goalkeeping.
He ·is fifth in the conference in
goals against. His 57 saves puts
him at second in the MVC standings.
Head coach Tim McClements,
naturally praised his keepers performance.
"Brian's been our starting

goalkeeper since he came back
from his injury," he said. "He's a
captain. He's a leader. He has a
strong desire to win games. He's
done a good job, and he's Heen
pretty strong the last two games."
McClements believes that in
additon to Ri tschel 's performance, the entire team has played
well.
"You win games when you
keep the ball out of your net and
put into theirs," he said. "He's
(Ritschel) got a strong defense in
front of him. The team has spread
things around, Henry (Ospina)
scored, (Gary) Shear scored, the
other team can't key in on one

thing."

·

HORIZON

frompage 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Eastern is coming off a 9-9 conference season in
the Mid-Con, and an appearance and first round win
S
in the conference tournament.
To he\p , ~uels ~~_ year's ,~iti9n are fwo
aS
a11
_
sophoim)~

forward Idris Osei-Agyeman, sophomore guard
Chad Peckinpaugh and sophomore center Michael
Shaver.
Samuels.also signed five junior college transfers
for the 1996-97 version of the Panthers.
Guard Benji Gibbs and forwards Kurt Cuffie,
Jason Sowers, Conya Robinson and Rahsaa11
Johnson (all juniors) will make an impact on Eastern
basketball this fall. Samuels said he was looking
for a specific type of player in transfers.
'Those kind of players (the transfers) fit a mold I
see in the OVC." he said. ''Bubba Wells and (Monty)
Wilson (both all-OVC first team selections last year)
are the 6 foot 5 inch, six foot six inch type of guys
with great strength."
Samuels alSC! said the transfers met another criteria.
"We were also looking for the best players we

. 21s ors Dlglal flOUnd
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Pos. Hght. Wght Year

Name
Jason Sowers
Chad Peckinpaugh*
Rick Kaye**
Kurt Cuffie
Idris Osei-Agyeman*
Mal'.'C Polite
Conya Robinson
Eric Frankford**
Benji Gibbs
Keith Hibbler
Rahssan Johnson

G
G
G

F
F
G/F
F

c

Scott Newman

G
F
F
F

Michael Shaver*
John Smith

c

F

·ru A1nB1n~

1:00
9:ao.

games to win the NLCS 4-3.

6-5

179

6-3

163
203

6-5
6-6
6-5
6-5

241

184
184

6-6
6-9
6-2

202
238
203

6-7
6-6
6-5

195
204

Jr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
R-Fr.
Jr.
Jr.

6-10

233
196

So.

6-7

254

Fr.

~

ro...en.
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So now comes the big question,

-1

.:;

Donna Cuisia
Jen Daulby
Beth Dawson
Catherine OeGreve
Amanda DesReMeux
Jill Dickerson
·
Sarah Diederich
Jill Dimon
Valerie Dobner
Melissa Dunbar
Jenny Eagan
Cindy Eckerty
Jessica Etchison
Katie Evans
Tiffany Evans
Katie Fitzgerald
Sara Flamini
GinaFoumie
Erin Foyle
Melissa Funk
Jamie Gack
Raphaela Gallo
Melissa Georgi
A:J. Goeppinger
Christi Gollinger
Macon Gosnell
Jennifer Graham
Kim Gundlach
Kristel') Hahn
Erin Hanley
Laura Harm
Amy Hedgecough
Alyson Hellerman
Christa Highsmith
Debbie Hillman

Liz Hockman
Emily Hoff
Ashley
Hudson
Heather
Humbert
Danielle Hunt
Karen Irwin
Toni Jacoby
Cortney Johnston
Michelle Jurgovan
Renee Kae
Kari Kaiser
Laura Ann Kellennan
Katif Kelley.
Sarth K'ijew~ki
Margaret Killackey
Kim Songi
Brittany Kinser
Starrin Kinser
Kelli Kuhl
Victoria Kyrychenko
Kathy Leahy Amy Levine
Shalmiar Lewis
Danielle Longeway
Dani Mardos
Courtney Marhoefer
Liz Marino
Ann Mathews
Colleen McCorry
Erika McDavitt
Kelley McDonald
Heather Meier
Alisha Meis
Ryann Miller
Molly Munge
Colleen Moore
Laura Moore
Stacy Moore
Lori Mula
Sweepers
Tanya Mulacek
Kim Mulherin
Dana Mulizio
·Kelly Musser •
Heather Myers
Tara Myerscough
Janice Nason
Liz Nelson
Nicole Neumann
Tiffany l':-''\YPl'Otlgh

: • • • • :. , . • • •

, f f a • , : ..

.
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can the Panthers get back on the same

However, I do know that the Panthers have five games left in the season

material, the turnaround must begin now.
lbere is no room for error, as the Panthers stand at 4-2 overall and 2-1
in the OVC. 1be good thing is that the Panthers will be playing againsll
four teams that have sub .500 records.
1ben Eastern Kentucky comes to town in the season finale, a team that
has been to the 1-AA playoffs 16 out of the 18 years the playoffs haveo
been in place. To say the least. Eastern will have another opportunity to
prove it is a true contender in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Brace yourselves Panther fans, because the football team will have to
take the long road to get to the playoffs now and this road begins this
weekend against Tennessee Tech.
By thewav there are DP shortcuts.
-.
I
- :-i"'-:ri
'.l 'l 11·1· ,,-'it ~11t ot ll~~wl\ R no ibi.sv 10011 ri

Tori Taylor
Jennifer Trunk
Laura Tuner
Jenny Uphoff
Jenny Valencia
Carrie Vetter
Amanda Wallin
Donna Walsh·
Jamie Wester
Jamie White
--~ ' ~fjfn~~~~rl)DW XIJW .... h1/',Spring,W\ite .jrl~H
'COll~n ~~if , · , , , ·,... Angie Whitlow
Karen Oi'OblS,Leigh Ann Wiegel
Dawn Pasow1cz
Erin Wienke
Jessica Patlan
Karrie Wiers
Jill Perardi
Kendra Williamson
Becca Wolf
Irene Placencia
Dawn Poppengay
Jill Zahara
Sheri Provance
Rene'e Zelinski
Cori Pulver
Lisa Zilly
Anne Raferty
Marissa Zolna
Lauren Ran~olph
Emily Reid
Tiff~~y Rantis
Adreau Sponslei
Mam Reedy
Rachael Pullium
Joanna Reynolds
Lisa Cordeizo
Julie Riley
Jen Cielocha
Erin Nolan
Emily Rohr
Liz Ruda
Congo
Jocle~ Runyor:i .
Michelle Papiheau
Jennifer Rusc1tt1
Trisha Rau
Allison Saunders
Beth Suerdieck
Rebekah Schey
Krista Applequsf
Diane Schmelzel
Alethia Bodden
Mirjam Schuchmann
Emily Miller
C~ryn Schultz
Amy Feist
Knsten Schultz
Carinda
Tricia Senior
Brandy Stoops
Sa~ah :3eymour
Amy Rosenthal
Juh~ S.1sk
Krissy Kendal
Denise Horhein
Suzi Sisk
Mich~lle S~orzak
Sarah Rodgers
Liz Meers
Darcie Smith
Leann Brown
Diane Smith
Kristen Springer
Dotti Jones
Tammy Strong
Cadin Pfafz
Liz Sutliff
Kendall Stabb
Courtney McDonald
Erika Sweet
~i ~ylOr
D
P.~~y

.......

1

and four of them are on the road. In other words, if the Panthers want to
make a return trip to the playoffs and prove they are charnpionshilf

~

._

J

road they traveled down the first four games of the year or will Eastet'I
continue its downfall.
This question my friends, I cannot answer.

Cordially Invite the Following Ladies to

,~~c~l1f1tlf

• .ZM • Jtl
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The Men of Delta Tau Delta

Kirsten Anderson
Katherine Andrews
Erica Antesberger
Jen Ashby
Amy As~raft
Kirsten Bass
Andrea L. Bauer
Anddrea R. Bauer
Wendy Bauer
Tracy Bentson
Tammy Birch
Laura Bobek
Gina Brady .
Diedra Brinkman
Jamie Brinkman
Jenn Carr
Sarh Cascio
Elsa Castillo
Sharon Charette

Nic~Coori

LESTER
team was 1ust at out

.

<!>'lld~ll!~t~ ~said,

TheGh* & The DllNIUJ (R)
Oii';' 4:'45,7:'t5,Q<() &It Sun fllllt

only bystanders in this mast
piee;e. It wouldn' t matter if
brought back Murderers " Ro
mixed in a little Bronx Born
and threw in Mr. October, Re
Jackson, for.good measure.
In a way, Atlanta's 4-0 vict
Monday night was even mor
impressive than µie four pos
son victories before it. Those via.
tories - three of which came bf
the outrageous scores of {5-0, 140 and 12-1 - were mostly the
products of an offense gone wild4
But in winning Game 2, the
Braves showed they are not simply a team that can smash its
opponent into oblivion.
They can do the little things we~
too.

NEW YORK (AP) - It can't
get any better than this for the
Atlanta Braves.
Halfway toward another World
Series championship, the Braves
are on the greatest roll of their
reign as the team of the decade.
Every hit is placed in just the
right spot. Every pitch is right on
the comer. Every defensive play
is handled flawlessly.
Whoever invented the game
surely had this in mind for the
way it should be played.
"I've seen things like this durjng the regular season," Terry
Pendleton said, who h~s been
playing in the majors since 1984,
"but not in the playoffs."
The New York Yankees are

EIU Men'
Like the old saying goes, never underestimate the heart of a champion.
'l
Of course, the Panthers were actually in the game with the- Racers oa
B ke,tb
Satµrday ~hil~ th~ C~s were. ~ly pretending to be playing at IM
!Roster ,1~91992
sri~~~fv~lsl
~ ra~~~~~~3fl1ifiF~~~?':-HWi'
tJ~
u w,,w'.J,~
. 1. ffineo~a7il1
, ,
;~i;p :a~1~ar,~v., , ,p
n111,
1
- P, vut1
. . sm~y.
fl
r2r
"'tu ,.. '
r

t~~~~!:~~ftf.fil~fri<tJJi3
Also back from last year's team are

Braves drop·Yankees 4-0

Megan Hannan
Nikki Barbaro
Laura Nelson
Maggie Webber
Swike
Beth Polecki
Kate DeMouth
Stacy Leha
Jenny Pulteir
Monica Robinson
Tricia Rau
Liz Twietmeyer
Michelle Carrol
Kathy Holtz
Kari Firebaugh
Susan Logsdon
Angela Gburek
Jeane Sosin
Heather White
Jill Diamond
.2dci Harvey
sm
Lisa Barrientes
Jean Mckeown
Lisa Puzerewski
Nicole Korzynlewski
Anne Larson
Derek •Barry" Munter
Jill Bruggeman
Carrie Copeland
Shelby Havlat
Amber Johnson
Tonya Claypool
Beth Spaulding
Kate Pryor
Kristen Lindgren
Kelly Rogers
Rachel Grimm
Julie Jacobson
Denise Miller
Joy Janicek
Heather Booth
Laura Hajek
Colleen Deluca
Sarah Hoegger
Beth Romnao
Jen Szewczyk
Hope Pollman
Lucious
Peggy McCarthy
Denise Pipkin
Angie Allison
Jen Reno
Jamie Becker
Michelle Spellman
Mike Bickers
Heidi Lunt
Ti:acy Boies
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issed chances hurt Panthers
r

·1e the Panther offense did manage to keep
on the scoreboard with Murray State on
day until the final 3:59 of the game, the
rs were plagued with several missed offensive
nities in their 35-28 loss.
is no question about it that we had several
s to capitalize on opportunities and we didn't
it done for a variety of reasons,"· Panther offen~rdinator Roy Witke said. "And for this to
against a quality team like Murray State, it is
nate."
One area that produced missed opportunities was
passing game ..
After being forced to punt on their first two
es, the Panthers began their third drive of the
at their own 39-yard line.
But after moving the ball down to the Murray
49-yard line, junior quarterback Mike Simpson
his pass picked off by the Racers' Renardo
pton with 4:23 left in the first quarter, killing
chance the Panthers had of tying the game at 7would not be the only interception of the dav
.
~~ wp~,l~~
~~~~
·~; •~!LJk•6f~
· r,,
,n t
6 J. ~ ~u :2
m_".!li' . . I
g
iref'lln c on 01 "' ame w
Panthers trailing 35-28.
With 55 seconds left in the game and the Panthers
the Murray State 24-yard line, Simpson's potentouchdown strike to senior wide receiver Tom
, five catches for 84 yards, was picked off in
t of the goaline by Hampton again to wi~ out
shot of a come-from-behind victory.
"The two interceptions speak for themselves,"
itke said. "We didn't make good throws and it hurt

k

"

Sports Network
Division I-AA Poll
Here are the top 25 teams in the Sports
Network Division I-AA football poll, with first
place votes in parentheses, their records
through Oct. 21 and their previous rankings.
I. Marshall (72)
7-0
I
2. Montana (20)
6-0
.2
3. Northern Iowa
6-1
3
4. Troy State
6-1
6
5. Murray State*
6-1
8
6. Northern Arizona
7-1
7
7. Delaware
6-1
I0
8. Furman
6-1
II
9. Southwest Missouri
5-2
5
I 0. James Madison
6-1
13
I I. Jackson State
5-1
4
12. Stephen F. Austin
4-2
12
13. Florida A&M
. 6-1
!5
,, ,,
t ' 1'.l> '
· -1- M.L 6 ':'.'i '. n:'J! ('n
nm,l :(, ,..,... ',..-nne$see •ate.J"- ~I ;;_: • .
(5. Western Illinois
6-1
17
16. William & Mary
5-2
19
17. Villanova
5-2
9

18. Eastem Illinois*
19. · Northwestern State
20. Appalachain State
21. Indiana State
22. Eastern Washington
23. Connecticut
24. New Hampshire
25. Idaho State

4·2
5-2
4-3
6-2
5-2
4-3
4-2
3-3

14
22
21
23
20
24
18
25

The Panthers also came up short during one parlar goaline situation early in the second quarter.
• Ohio Valley Conference teams
After Hess caught a 20-yard pass to put the
thers at first and goal from the five, Eastem four-game road swing that begins this Saturday
ed for four more yards on carries by tailbacks afternoon against Tennessee Tech, Witke is quick to
stin Lynch and Ibrahim Bawa to put Eastern in a mention that getting back to the basics will be the
"rd and goal situation from the Racer one-yard key to avoiding missed opportunities.
e.
"Part of it is concentrating on the fundamentals,"
However, sophomore fullback Conrad Praamsma Witke s~jf "We have to put the emphasis on the
1
118
t four yards on a sweep to th'eJ~~rll'H~fl ~ " ~s~f.·""'
I
ers had to settle for Chad Larner field goal that
Keeping the team together is also a key to
up going wide right from 22 yards out.
rebounding from two straight losses.
"We felt like we could run the football in that sit"(Bob} Spoo and the other coaches stress the fact
lion from what we had seen on tape," Witke said. that. the team must continue to stay together and we
e just had the wrong personnel in the game for are confident that the players will because they want
at play. Had we blocked the guy that made the to win," Witke said.
Ide, we would have scored on the play."
~
"The team has to continue to work hard and play
So with the Panthers on .the verge of beginning a hard on Saturday."

ADY PANTHERSfrompageJ2 _ __
EIUWomen's
Basketball
Roster 1996-97
bnom.s10
'{BVlsH

Leah Aldrich
Kate Atkinson
Chris Bochnak**

"•

Jaime Eades**
Barbora Garbova**
,Amanda Garretson*
Nora Hendrix
jess Laska**
Allison Lee**

Tiffany Park
Angela Patzner*

Sarah Probst***
Joy Thrush*
Nicole Uecker

I

1i1~

iotffes.

-c

F
G
F
F
F
G

G

c

G
G
F
F

c

. Hght.

911 ~ 1
It"
9~l

Fr.
Fr.

6-3
5-10

Jr.
Jr.
Jr.

5-7
5-11
6-2
6-1

So.

5-6
5-4

Jr.

6-0

Jr.
Jr.

Jr.

5-8
5-6

So.

Sr.

5-11
5-11
6-0

Jr.

R-Fr.

1be last returning starter on the Panther squad is
junior point guard Jess Laska. Laska was one of only
three players to start every game last year. . With
these returning starters, the Panthers ~ve also suffered some big losses. Last year's top freshman,
Shonee Batte, decided to move to a junior college in
Detroit Batte finished last year with 177 points, 63
rebounds, 73 assists and 38 stCals. They also lost
Andrea Wax who l1~
· ·''SJ-ttnl""ts, 23 rebountf"
.. n:t a .
liq · n"~W""
""1'l~~rr
-.471 field goal perce ·e .
Last year's block leader- Missy Beck graduated
along with Kenya Green. Beck was third on the team
in scoring with 183 points while Green was fourth on
the team in rebounds with 99. However, the
Panthers picked up freshman Leah Aldrich. The
Panthers also picked junior college transfers Tiffany
Park and Nora Hendrix.
"We have a stronger offensive team this year and
we also have a tough defense," Klein said "There are
so many returning starters that already know the
defense and we have experience."
Probst said that the team go8I is not impossible to
achieve.
"Our goal is to make the best showing possible in
the OVC and the first practice we had was our best
first practice since fve been here," Probst said. "The
goal is not that unrealistic."
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Suburban Express is pleased to announce:

· ~e'l'J' Express Bus

to Oakbrook & Woodfield
•

Only ONE STOP before proceeding to
Oakbrook and Woodfield

•

NO TRANSFER at U of I

•

Faster Service! Leaves AFTER the
Union's bus and arrives BEFORE the
·union's bus (How? Fewer stops!)

•

Friday: Leaves EIU at 3:15 pm
Arrives Oakbrook at 6:45 pm
Arrives Woodfield at 7:20 pm

•

•

S~n-~ay: ~ea.~~s ~~fJ~.1.~ -~t~, :1~e1m~ ii ni•
mbfrn,,q :>n3 ir.
Arrives EIU 9:15 pm

*~es Oakbrook at ~:4~ pm

2:10 pm bus still serves all stops

Suburban Express
Next to Jerry's Pizza
345-5880
Suburban Express has been serving EIU since 1985. Suburban Express left the
Union In December 1995, to provide higher.quality service to EIU passengers.

2-f orMT~·sday. . .
..Bu y 0 n. ...
6et One
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Acoustic Jam Sest:.ion
.European Imports

$1.50 •Heineken &Becks
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By MATT WILSON
Staff writer

BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor

Football team
has tough road
ahead of them
Forget about a search committee to find a new athletic director,
someone needs to form a conunit6;6 •to-.find' out where · the Panther
fobtbalf te1hh r'tbat' worl' ifs first'
four games of the year went off
to.
After jumping out to a 4-0 start
this year, the Panthers have fallen
upon hard times over the last two
weeks, losing to Western lliinois
last weekend and to Murray State
University this past Saturday.
Now, I am not going to say that
the Panthers last iwo opponents
were easy by any means because
both of them are ranked Western is ranked 15th and
Murray State is ranked 'fifth.
But forget about the 10-7 loss
to Western, because the game
against the Racers was the one
that had the most importance riding on it.
•eD.~8ti

l:lelHg; um g!i'He

w-11~

for first place in the Ohio Valley
Conference and potentially for
the OVC championship.
And for the first 57 minutes,
this game had everything one
could ask for out of a game that
had a lot on the line. Even the
weather was perfect for this ballgame with the sun shining high
above O'Brien Stadium and the
temperature hovering around 60
degrees.
The game went back and forth
with both teams scoring throughout the game.
But then came the last 3:59 of
the ballgame - a Scenario that had
the Panthers thinking back to the
99-yard drive that Western used
~'llst ·weekend t6 cort1chlway With

iq<YJ']l.WHJ. I 11 ,µ~ fµt' L· r't:;
Yoii see, the· Rat!ers, fraTiing

">'

28-27, took the ball from their
own three-yard line and marched
down to the end zone to take a
35-28 lead they would never let
goof.
In case you are wondering how
the Racers got 35 points instead
of 34, they were abJe to connect
on a two-point conversion.
Yes, both teams played hard,
there is no question about that
fact.
However, Murray State came
out and played like the defending
champions that they are by making the plays when they counted
and Eastern simply came up short
in its effort to dethrone the
champs.
Think about it. The St. Louis
Cardinals tried to dethrone the
Braves last week in the National
League Championship Series
after taking a 3-1 lead in the bestof-seven series.
But the Braves, like the Racers,
played like champions when they
needed to by outscoring the
Cardinals 32-1 in the last three
See LESTER page JO

The Eastern volleyball team ends
its three-game road trip tonight
when it faces conference-leading
Southeast Missouri State at 7 p.m.
"A win here would really bring
our confidence level up because
we've stumbled against some
teams we shouldn't have," head
coach Betty Ralston said.
The Panthers (7-4 in the Ohio
Valley Conference, 11-12 overall)
have already lost to Southeast
Missouri earlier in the year 15-3,
13-15, 15-9 and 15-7.
The Othak.ians (1 l-0 in the

oyc;..1&6.ove~) ~ll~ ~~

this weekend.. defeating Tennessee
State University 3-1 and
Northeastern Illinois 3-0 in a non-

conference game.
They are led into the match by
senior middle blocker Theresa
Sebacher who leads the team with
290 kills, which places her fifth in
the OVC in kills per game.
She is also third on the team with
.265 hitting percentage, second
on the team with 71 assists, second
on the team with 241 digs and third
on the team with 56 assisted
blocks.
The other two players to get over
200 kills are senior outside hitter
Leanne Huffman and senior outside
hitter Susie Thompson. Huffman
has 242 kills and Thompson has

a

~~?~.

Another big player for the
Othakians is junior setter Tuba
Meto. Meto has 172 kills, leads the
team with a .311 hitting average
and has 956 assists.
Her assist per game average of
11.7 puts her in second place in the

OVC. She is second on the team
with 26 servire aces and leads the
team with 245 digs.
''We have. to contain their setter
because if she gets hot early, she
begins to dump the ball," Ralston
said.
Senior middle blocker Erin
Willrich leads Southeast Missouri
in blocks with 37 solo blocks and
80 assisted blocks. Her blocks per
game average of 1.46 puts her at
the top of theOVC.
Teamwise, the Othakians have a
total of 1323 kills, 1088 assists,
1341 digs, 73 solo blocks and 283
assisted blocks.
"To win we have to keep balls on
th~ court anti for'ce
•to di1r
-~ ~ · ,, '_;1
r'Jl~!_f~1w_..- f · tP-~~l ' r·
~
more bauS by IIUUQng em move,"
Ralston said. ''We have a tendency
to hit the ball right at people."
Eastern is coming off a loss to
Austin Peay, but Ralston does not
think the team is frustrated about
the loss.
''It's not as much frustration we
just worked hard ~d can't pµll it
out in tough situations," Ralston
said.
"If somebody makes a goof on
one point, people begin to stop
doing good things."
Eastern lost the match to Austin
Peay 15-13, 15-13 and 15-9 bul
won every category on the slal
sheet
· 'They were led in kills by senior
Vanessa Wells who had 13, while
:ilmlP,~
~mm~r !ill~ Monij~
Brown eacfi have· fO.
Brown also added 1i digs arid 7
total blocks while Wells added 22
digs.
SARAH WONG/ASSOCIATE photo editor
The Panthers started off the Lindsey Celbafollows through on a block in a game against Tennessee
weekend by defeating Tennessee Tech. The Panthers end their road trip tonight when they face
State 15-4, 15-10 and 15-12.
Southeast Missouri State University at 7 p.m.
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Panther hoop
teams shooting for change
.
-

'Tougher' basketball league
Lady Panthers setting sights
on the horizon for men's team on Conference Championship
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer

By JOSH HARBECK
Associate

J?O!!! editor
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the Ohio·
ey c!onference.
the Ohio Villey'' co';rl'erence and bring 10 plenty of new players this
season.
"Practice started October 15, and we've been working very hard."
Gone are the conference rivals like Western Illinois and Vaparaiso, Klein said. ''We have lots of returning players and the team has pick~
up on things quickly in practice."
but on the horizon is a tougher basketball league.
In their last season in the Mid-Continent Conference, the Panthell
"It certainly appears it'll be tougher," Samuels said. "It's a basketended up with a 9-9 conference record and entered the conference to
ball league that has a tradition of success."
Also gone are Johnny Hernandez (the team's most valuable player nament as a sixth seed before falling in the opening roupd t
last year), Michael Sla,ughter (the team's leading rebounder and fourth Northeastern Illinois University 64-46.
leading scorer last year) and Andre Rodriguez (the team's leading • , Klein is hoping for a better year this season.
"I expect to compete for the conference championships," Klein s ·
scorer last year), but two freshmen and five junior-college transfers
"We need to work hard, communicate, play together and stay focu
will look to fill the void.
"It's going to take some time (for the players to adjust to each If we can do these things, we should make a run at the conferen
other), but I'm encouraged by how hard they've worked," Samuels championship which is our ultimate goal."
said. "I think we've got talent and good athletes."
Returning from the team last year is two year-starter junior forw
The OVC presents a challenge in that the league simply plays better Barbora Garbova. Last year, she was named to the first team All- ·
basketball.
Continent Conference and was No. 10 in scoring in the Mid-Con.
Last year, Garbova led the team with 365 points, led the team ·
Austin Peay (19-11 overall, 10-6 in the OVC) won the NCAA automatic bid last season by winning the OVC tournament.
field goals with 144 and led the team in rebounds with 163.
The lone returning senior starter on the team is forward Sar
But the OVC champ, Murray State (19-10, 12-4), was ousted in the
OVC tournament, but still advanced to the National Invitational Probst. Her average of 6.5 points per game last year makes her
Tournament.
teams No. 3 returning starter.
Last year, she made 67 field goals, had 164 points and 75 rebounda:i
No team from the Mid-Con went to a tournament except Valparaiso,
the Mid-Con tourney champ.
"My goal. for this year is to play my role in the team whatever
And Tennessee State head coach Frankie Allen, whose team was may be," Probst said. "I also want to work hard to be a leader."
seeond in conference last year at 11-5 in the OVC, said this year's
The Panther's are _also returning junior center Allison Lee. Last y
competition looks to be tough again.
Lee was the teams No. 2 scorer and rebounder and led the team with
"The league is going to be as competitive as it has been in the six 51.3 percent field goal percentage. She shot just over 69 percent fro
years I've been here," he said. "Anyone can win it, and I know coach- the free throw line.
She also accumulated 221 points and was second on the team·
es say that all the time, but it's going to be a very very competitive
league."
rebounds with 158.
. ~~µi~ct..bask~~al)_so~h.Riclc ~~~mels pas 1aj,ot> ahead, 9~.Jmn.
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See HORIZON page 10
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